  Abstracts-In view of cloud particle swarm optimization is easily trapped in local minimum and existed slowly convergence in the distribution network reactive power optimization, the cloud particle swarm optimization is improved based on cloud digital features (Ex, En, He), local search and global search which are based on the solution space transform are combined, the random particle is crossed by cloud generator of X condition，the cross operation of particle according to cloud genetic, variation operation of the particle according to the normal cloud `particle. apparent improvement are got in time and storage by using the algorithm, in order to enhance convergence accelerate, train BP neural network by improved cloud particle swarm, the simulation experiment are done in IEEE30-bus system and YUMEN power grid in northwest china, simulation results show that a better global solution can be attained by using the improved algorithm, convergence speed and accuracy are accelerated and improved.
I. INTRODUCTION
Reactive power optimization is a constraint, large-scale and nonlinear combinatorial optimization problem and is a reactive regulatory method which meets all the constraint condition and obtains one or more optimization performance index of the system through the optimization of some control variables, when the structure parameters of the power system and the load are given [1] - [3] . Conventional optimization methods are mainly composed of classical algorithm and artificial intelligence methods.
Bundled with discrete variables to place and multiple maximum, conventional algorithm for reactive power optimization is hard to get good results because of great calculating error, curse of dimensionality, etc [4] - [6] . Some artificial intelligence methods such as simulated annealing, genetic algorithm, immune algorithm, ant colony algorithm, particle swarm optimization and neural network have been used to solve reactive power optimization problem [7] - [9] . These algorithms based on warm intelligent optimization technologies have global searching ability and process discrete and multi-objective optimization problems. However, simple algorithm can only be lead to a local minimum and slow convergence.
Dynamic adaptive differential evolution algorithm proposed in [10] and improved particle swarm optimization algorithm proposed in [11] , which reactive power optimization by different methods of distribution network, but the selection of weight and convergence precision were not accuracy. Conventional adaptive particle swarm optimization use the strategies which can't reflect the process of actual optimization search of linear inertia weight reduction. Cloud particle swarm based on cloud digital features (Ex, En, He) has stability and randomness [12] , [13] . Cloud generator of X condition can adjust nonlinear dynamically inertia weight of particles [14] , [15] , but it is trapped in a local minimum and less convergence precision in reactive power optimization. In this paper, BP neural network is trained by CPSO improved algorithm. The results indicate that the convergence speed and accuracy of reactive power optimization for distribution network were well solved with CPSO.
II. REACTIVE POWER OPTIMIZATION MODEL OF DISTRIBUTION NETWORK

A. Objective Function
Under the condition of guaranteeing system reactive power balance, generator bus voltages, on-load regulating transformer's transformation ratio, compensation capacitor as control method, in order to reduce the system network loss, improve the quality of power for the target. The paper is from aspect of economic, which is active network loss minimum for target, objective function [16] : With the help of population alternative solution space transform, the global search and local search combined Basic CPSO algorithm is most of time running update on population, in addition in the later evolution, often appear evolution slower limitations, so introduces population alternative solution space change.
The particle swarm optimization algorithm of population alternative is mainly through a lot of a particle swarm, the solution space use different search way, in this several particle swarm, main search group is one of the particle swarm, auxiliary search group is majority, in the search process, in order to make particle diversity of main search group get maintain, so the part of auxiliary search group of particles and the main search group of particles alternative, to avoid the lack of diversity, and into the early maturity, ensure that main search group can search to global advantages.
In CPSO, the particles traverse space is [-1,1]of every dimension, for calculating superiority-inferiority of the cloud particles current position, need the solution space transform, from unit space 
Then optimize the solution space, If the optimal value is better than optimal solution, so replace it.
According to cloud generator of cloud model X conditions random generation particles, using the cloud genetic cross and normal clouds variation operation Crossover probability algorithm:
He En c Prior given threshold N and K, when global extremum continuous N generation didn't happen or evolution process evolution by less than K, think particles into the local extremum, of all the particles according to global extremum, through the normal clouds generator on variation operation [12] .
Definition 2: One dimensional normal clouds operator is Ar Forward C(Ex,En,He),the global feature of qualitative concept change to mapping (π:C→Π)of quantitative said [12] . Meet the following conditions:
In the process of CPSO evolution, the more evolutionary deviates from the optimal solution, improvement measures are as follows:
Population initialization, record the current position and velocity of the each particle initial value, and then calculating the fitness of each particle, judge whether to variation threshold N, If meet the requirements, according definition 1 to each particle on variation operation; Otherwise according to type (6) , and (7) particles to update operation. After the end of each generation, take optimal from the optimal solution of the three, as the algorithm of the global optimal solution. If the optimal solution meet fitness requirements, end evolution.
The improved algorithm, Ex, En, He, K and N have important influence, at the same time, the inertia weight  , accelerated factor C 2 , C 1 have also very important influence .Obviously, the improvement measure enhances the diversity, improves the ability to search algorithm, and reflect the normal cloud variation operator.
IV. CLOUD PARTICLE SWARM OPTIMIZATION BP NEURAL NETWORK
Compared with basic PSO, CPSO have a good (Ex, En, He) to represent the characteristics of the cloud model, figure1 shows Ex=20; En=3; He=0.1.the population is divided into three subgroup, use X conditions cloud generator nonlinear dynamic adjustment inertia weight of the particle, thus can be a very good selection weights. Firstly, according BP neural network connect weights, determine CPSO algorithm individual encoding. each successive weights or threshold of Neural network CPSO corresponds a dimension component of particles, the number of weights value and threshold value is dimension of particles, the real number coding.
Secondly, determine CPSO evaluation function. Use the mean square error function of BP neural network as fitness function, the process of CPSO optimize BP neural network is shown Fig. 2 . The structure is 3-5-2,the three layers of BP network, from input layer to the hidden layer excitation function:
From hidden layer to the output layer excitation function:
Definite output error of the actual and expect:
The function relation of E and weights:
From type (11), adjustment weight can effect the size of the error E, to satisfy adjustment weight, continually reduce E, the weight adjustment quantity and error E should be proportional to the gradient descent. a gradient descent constant is (0, 1)   , namely represents learning rate of the algorithm.
From hidden layer to output layer weight jk w  as follows:
Error signal of from hidden layer to output layer:
Get the weight adjustment of hidden layer to the output layer:
From input layer to the hidden layer weights ij v  as follows:
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Error signal of from input layer to the hidden layer:
Get the weight adjustment of input layer to the hidden layer:
Excitation function is continuous differentiable single polarity sigmoid function:
According to the above of the layers of weights fixed, use all the sample to iterative calculation, the final weights is set to a value which make the system error converge to precision scope or maximum iterating times, complete the training, output network parameters.
V. SIMULATION RESULT AND ANALYSIS
Taking the IEEE30 bus system as illustration (Fig. 3) . IEEE30 node system is 41 line, 22 load node and 6 generators node. the node 1, 2, 5, 8, 11, 13 is generators node, and 1 is balance node, the rest for PV nodes; 10 and 24 is reactive power compensation node; The adjustment step length of the capacitor 10 is 0.1; The adjustment step length of 24 node is 0.02, branch 6-9, 6-10, 4-12, 27-28 is transformer branch, transformer range is ±8×1.25%,power benchmark S B = 100 MVA. In the same initial conditions, the comparation of PSO algorithm, CPSO algorithm and CPSOBPNN algorithm, optimization 50 times, the size of the population are set to 100, maximum iterating times is 500, the variation threshold N is set to 2. Take all kinds of the optimal algorithm average, the result is shown in Table II. From Table II , under the initial state, set generator voltage and the change of transformer are 1.0, the system total active network loss is 0.0771. Use CPSOBPNN algorithm, after the reactive power optimization, the system network loss reduces to 0.0573. Network loss rate is 25.16%, so CPSOBPNN algorithm is better than PSO and CPSO, it can enhance the accuracy of convergence, and each node voltage amplitude are qualified, the scope of the reactive power generator were not more limited. The optimal control variables are shown in Table III . Yu Men power grid is 12 generator node, 54 load node, 71 line, 14 reactive power compensation nodes, 19 adjustable transformer branch. The population scale is set to 50; maximum iterating times is set to 100, compare CPSO algorithm and CPSOBPNN algorithm, the average optimization results is shown in Table IV. VI. CONCLUSION This paper used the improved CPSO to optimize the BP neural network to reactive power optimization, Make full use of randomness and stability of the cloud drops, combined the global with local search by the solution space transformation, and cloud genetic and normal cloud realized the across and variation operation of particles, the simulation results show that the improved algorithm can speed up the optimal rate and improve the training precision of the BP neural network, and there is a very good computation efficiency and convergence stability. 
